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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

EEE011-BSS DIPLOMA IN AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION
ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2017
EEE011-01   COMMUNICATIVE ENGLISH AND COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) Babu is as ....... Ramu.
2) He is ..... manager.
3) firm ware is known as ............
4) Basic working platform of the  computer is the ..............
5) The World first Programmer is----------------.
6) She ran ............. the road
7) Key board shortcut for undo command is ............
8) ........... are where the text is typed
9) Out look Express is a..............
10) Keyboard is a ____________ device
11) Shortcut key for paste is __________
12) Ctrl + S is the short cut for__________.
13) That is ........ Parrot.
14) Mouse is an --- ---------------------------------------------------- device.
15) This is _________ food
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) Define kinds of noun?
2) Define indefinite Article?
3) Define kinds of verbs?
4) Define material noun?
5) What is meant by plural number? Example:-
6) What is meant by common Gender?
7) Degrees of comparison
8) What is Internet
9) Define Mouse
10) Explain Header and Footer
11) Package
12) Insert column and insert chart
13) Define WWW in internet.
14) Define Adjective?
15) Define keyboard?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Write any two types of job application?
2) Explain telephone ediquette?
3) Explain RAM and ROM
4) What are the difference between i. COPY , Xcopy , Diskcopy and Move.
5) Explain the Fourth and Fifth generation of computer?
6) Give 5 examples of interrogative sentence
7) What are the advantages and disadvantages of non- verbal communication?
8) Write about Memory device?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Write a letter to the station master requesting him to reserve two coaches for  your school excursion
party

2) Explain how you write a resignation letter
3) Write what in complex sentence
4) Write briefly about generations of computer?
5) Explain in detail about MS Word?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

EEE011-BSS DIPLOMA IN AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION
ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2017
EEE011-02   BASIC ELECTRONICS

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) Machinai paluthai pareka ........... stoped
2) In resistance colour code the Gold band indicates a tolerance of ......
3) The process of making DC from AC is known as .......
4) Select the equivalent value of power, 1 HP.
5) Select the capacitor type which has the available capacitance range of 5PF -5000PF.
6) For the chemical industry the wiring would be done preferably by using the following type of cable:

...............
7) The current in a chemical cell is the movement of  ..................
8) High potential element (+ve) if a dry cell is. ...................
9) Identify and select the soldering method suitable for larger sized jobs like underground cable joining

...................
10) Select the value of power which is the result of one ampere of current driven by a one volt force

through a circuit.................
11) Choke is used in florescent tube illumination circuits to .........
12) In a 3 phase balanced load, the current in neutral is ..........
13) Zero power factor is when there is a phase difference of .......
14) A device used to store electric charge is called ........
15) The difference is speed of stator magnetic field and speed of ...... is called absolute slip
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) Fire of electric fire
2) What is one ampere equal to  in terms of electrons flow?
3) Define the unit "volt"?
4) What is the difference between a series circuit and a parallel circuit?
5) What is an ammeter used for? How is it connected in the electrical circuit?
6) What is a multimeter?
7) Why most bits of a soldering iron are made of copper?
8) On which principle the operation of induction type of wattmeter depends?
9) Which instrument has the facility to measure current (DC), voltage (AC/D) and resistance in it?
10) What are the main types of resistors?
11) Name the instrument used to find the exact value of resistor?
12) What is the expansion of PIV?
13) What is multimeter?
14) What are parallel circuits ?
15) Why battery cells are connected in series?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Test lamp
2) Explain the importance Physics in Human life
3) Explain electrolytic capacitors and Variable capacitors.
4) Explain the Resonance frequency?
5) Write the voltage drop?
6) Write the Fixed resistor?
7) Write the Zinc?
8) What do you know about power window?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Write the types of solder?
2) Write the precautions for using lead acid battery?
3) Write the P.V.C. channel wiring?
4) Write the continuity or open circuit test?
5) Write the earth continuity conductor - ECC?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

EEE011-BSS DIPLOMA IN AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION
ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2017
EEE011-03   REFRIGERATION MAINTENANCE, SERVICE & TROUBLE SHOOTING

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) MRS in explanation ......................
2) Internal OLP relay is the another name of _______
3) Latent heat of a substance changes with?.................
4) If the relative humidity of atmospheric air is 100% the rate of evaporation of water will be

................
5) One tone of refrigeration is equal to ................
6) The number of electrical connections on the capacitor block for use with a capacitor start and run

electric motor is ................
7) OLP trips due to ..................
8) Which one of the following is generally used in domestic refrigerator? ..................
9) In evaporative type of condenser, the refrigerant is cooled by ...................
10) To absorb moisture, a filter drier is filled with ..................
11) Which one of the following refrigerants is toxic?
12) The frost-free refrigerator works on ..................
13) Relay is a protection device used in ....................
14) The cause for the poor air conditioning effect is .
15) Hot wire anemometer is used for .
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) Write the types of lubrication system
2) Define Sensible heat
3) Define Compressor
4) What are the types of cooling system
5) What is the purpose of an insulation?
6) What are the types of insulator in use?
7) What is the unit for the power, necessary to drive the compressor?
8) What is the main safety for electrical leakage in bottle cooler?
9) What is the behavior of HC blend refrigerant?
10) How will you open the churner's top cover?
11) What will happen if moisture enters in HFC system?
12) If a ice cream outlet valve is tight, what should be done?
13) What will be the brine water temperature of ice cream plant?
14) What temperature the growth of bacteria in the food stuffs are reduced?
15) How the condenser can be saved from total blockage of air throw?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) What are the differences between AC and DC current
2) Write and draw the expansion reservoir
3) Table the difference between AS and DC Current
4) Forced fine & tube condenser - Explain the parts and working procedure draw the picture
5) What is the main function of the condenser in a refrigeration system?
6) Where are hermetically sealed compressors normally used?
7) What is the advantage of using a capillary tube as an expansion device?
8) What are causes of contaminant in hermetically sealed systems?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Describe the TEV with neat sketch.
2) Explain the Working method of shell and tube type evaporator. Draw the diagram
3) Induced draft cooling tower - Explain and draw the diagram
4) Explain with neat sketch about bellows type thermostat
5) The function of the sealed unit vacuum test.
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

EEE011-BSS DIPLOMA IN AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION
ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2017
EEE011-04   AIRCONDITIONING MAINTENANCE, SERVICE & TROUBLE SHOOTING

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) In case humidity level is decreased in the air________ method we used to  the humidity
2) ______ Type of duct is best, but it does not fixed in the roofs and walls.
3) ________ is employed for cleaning air.
4) The cooling is similarly spread by __________ in the brain tank.
5) ............... is used to sea the liquid refrigerant
6) .............. compressor used in refrigerator (single door)
7) Normal drinking water temperature is .
8) In package unit thermostats sensing bulb is located at .
9) Thermometer is to measure the .
10) The purified, conditioned air improves the .
11) Weak insulation can be checked by .
12) The Condenser in refrigeration system, condenses .
13) Able to see refrigerant liquid by .
14) Mechanical draft cooling towers .
15) When cleaning the evaporator fins, use .
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) Name the types of horns
2) What is the function of fresh air duct?
3) What is alternator
4) What do you know about wiper motor ?
5) Define Relay
6) What is thermostatic expansion valve?
7) What is latent heat?
8) What is low pressure control?
9) To which part of the crankshaft is the seal fixed?
10) What are the main controls in an air conditioner?
11) What is CSR method?
12) What is PSC circuit?
13) Write any two effect of contaminant?
14) Where the seal assembly is located in reciprocating compressor?
15) What are the two windings in compressor stator?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Explain the working procedure of display case
2) Explain the working method of milk cooler
3) Describe the working principle of cone ice machine
4) What are the characters of insulation materials
5) Write all types of compressor?
6) Write the function the tube with tube type evaporator
7) Moist air
8) Compressor

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Compare the petrol engine with diesel engine
2) Draw and explain the white ice plant
3) What is Governor. Mention the types. Explain the working procedure of mechanical governor
4) Write the functions of softy ice machine.
5) What are the equipment and devices used in air conditioning plant.


